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• EFFECTS Or SIDE-STICK CONTROLLERS ON ROTORCRAFT HANDLING QUALITIES FOR TERRAIN FLIGHT

Edwin W. Aiken
Aeromechanics Laboratory, U.S. Army Research and Technology Laboratories, - AVSCOM

NASA Ames Res3arch Center,

hoffett Field, California 94035 U.S.A.

Abstract improvements in reliability; pilot safety and

Pertinent fixed-'and rotary-wing feasibilty comfort may also be enmanced by the resultant
stud ines and h lixed- uand 'rotery- ea siiprogrtys Improvements in -1sibility, ingress/egress, crash-studies arnd handling-qualities 'research programs worthiness, and by the elimintion of the poor

are reviewed and the effects of certain controller posture aud by thee tion oftr e pooa
posture caused by oonventional controller loca-

characteristics on handling qualities for specific tion. However, 'until recently, the effects of
rotorcraft flight tasks are smrarized. In par-
ticular, the effects of the controller force-

precision with which a pilot Is able to performdeflection relationship and the nuaber of con- t

trolled axes that are integrated In a single
coitroller are examined. Simulation studies 0on- Much ot the background, information presented

ducted as part of the Army's Advanced Digital/ in this paper is based upon- Investigations of the
Optical Control System (ADO4.S) program and flight effects of ountroller characteristics on a'rcraft
research programs performed by the Nationa.1 Aero- handling qualities: "those qualities or charac-

nautical Establi3hment of Canada provide a signif- teristics of an aircraft that govern the easl and
icant part of the available handling qualities precision with which a pilot is able to performdata. These studies demonstrate the feasibility the tasks required in support of an aircraft

of using a single, properly designed, limited- role." 1 
Handlicg qualities are, therefore, influ-

displacement, multi-axis controller tor certain enced not only by aircraft stability and controlrelatively routiie fligt tasks in a two-cret characteristics but also by f'actors such as the

rotorcraft with nominal levels of stability and design of the cockpit interface--the controllers
control augmentation. However, for the &ore and displays provided. for the required tasks. Alldemanding terrain flight tasks, unless high levels of these handling qualities studies have assumzed a

of stability and control augmentation with a high two-crew situation; ro ditien such as navigation.
degree of reliability are incorporated, separated cmmunication, ad battle-captain functions, which
three- or two-axis contro.ller configurations era would be paorme by th~e pilot of a single-crew

required for acceptable handling qualities. combat rotoreraft. were ssigned: to the pilots.

Therefore, extrapolation of these, results to the
single-crew situation must be based upon souhd

Introduct in wngineering and piloting jt Jlgmnt.. The controller

tradeoffs addresesd in this paper are: 1) conven-Advanced flight control systems which employ tional versus side-stick controllers, 2) displace-

fly-by-wire or fiberoptio technology provide the sont versus faue onctrollers, and 3) separated

control system designer with the flexibility to versus Integrate, eswtrallea.
synthesize the system based upon pilot-o'tented
design criteria. In addition to multimode control

laws which very as a function of mission task and Conventional versus Side-Stick Controllersflight condition, these systms will include
advanced pilots' controllers with designs that are
nO longer constrained by the characteristics of a

mechanical flight control system. Oni.partiou- The replacement or the conventional oet of
larly appeal.tng design concept is the replacement primary obntrellers by a single side-stick. con-
of the conventional set of primary controllers by troller can yield significant benefits. 'An
a single side-stick controller. This approach. to Increase in available cockpit volume provides
controller design provides significant benefits to valuable room for the additional avionics required
the cockpit designer by increasing the available to perform the advanced scout/attack mission. In
cockpit space, by a savings in weight, and by a comparison of crvantionaL. cockpit controllers

with a configu'ation consisting o~f a two-axis
side-stick and umall-displaoement oollectIve and

Presented at the International Conference on pedals, Ret. 2 reports a 30% weight savings with
Ro.orcraft Basic Research, Research Triangle Park, the side-stiek oomfIguratioa. This sae study
North Carolina, February 19-21, 1985. ,Claim sigiflct improvements in both flight t
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safety and mission reliability using the advanced lems between the longitudinal and vertical axes, a
controllers, three-axis controller was eventually implemented

Certain human factors and man-machine inte- with vertical control effected through a standard

gration benefits can also be derived from a cock- collective lever. Pilots were also critical of

pit design which employs a side-stick controller. the longitudinal control Implementation; the large

Potential benefits include improvements In: displacement (4.5 in.) and viscous damping created

1) visibility caused by the removal of the pedals a controllei' which felt massive and heavy. Both

and cyclic stick; 2) ingress and egress, espe- the lateral axis (a base-pivot design, ard the

ciaily if the side-stick can be mounted on a directional axis (a twist-grip) were considered

movable armrest as in Ref. 3; 3) crashworthiness, acceptable. The use of multi-axis controllers was

caused by the removal of potentially lethal rejected for the Heary Lift Helicopter (HLH) pri-

objects from the cockpit; and 4) pilot comfort, by mary flight control system9; however, a four-agis

eliminating the need for the traditional helicop- finger-ball displacement controller was imole-

ter pilot slouch over the controls, and by allow- mented at the load-controlling crewman's station

ing feet-on-therfioor flight. However, "any bene- in that vehicle for precision cargo handling tasks

fits galied in a substantial deviation from this requiring a high level of stability and control

(conventional) arrangement must be weighed against augmentation.

the costs of retraining the pilot's spontaneous In a three-degree-of-freedom moving-base
control command patterns, particularly in high simulation of the unaugmented Lyhx helicopter at
workload and emergency situations." 4smlto fteuagetdLh eiotra

the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) Bedford, a

Feasibility Studies two-axis displacement side-stick was compared witnthe conventional cyclic controller for 11 differ-

Simulator and flight investigations have ent flight tasks.I1 When a suitable control sen-

demonstr3ted the feasibility of the use of aside- sitivity was selected, the side-stick compared

stick, ontroller in both fixed- and rotary-wing favorab±* with the conventional controll,ýr and, in

aircraft .for certain tasks. All of the fixed-wing fact, was preferred for some of the tasks which

studies Involved side-sticks with two axes of required only small control movements. Manual

control: pitch and roll. In a 1957 NACA- trimming was considered to be difficult because of

sponsored program, a Navy F9F was equipped with a the trim-button location and the force required to

side-stick controller to investigate the control operate it; inadvertent control Inputs were the

imolicatlons of'such a device.
5 All of the pilots result. A simple armrest drew no adverse com-

Were able to execute precision flying tasks with ments, but a wrist support was recom.ended. In a

no performance degradation. Pilot effort was felt piloted simulation of an Advanced Scout Helicopter

to be reduced because of the lighter control (ASH), an A-71F-16 two-axis side-stick was found

forces and the comfor,, provided by the controller to 'be feasible for an ASH mission when employed

armrest. in 1970, the Air Force lest Pilot School with suitable levels of stability and control
flew an F-104 equipped with a side-stick con- augmentat°on.

trol)er. The side-stick was unanimously pre- A feasibility study of a four-axis isomet-ic
ferred to the conventional center stick and pro- (rigid) side-stick controller was conducted fo?- a
videl superior trajectory vontrol with drastically wide range of flight tasks11 

in the Canadian
redu,:ed pilot worklcad. Over 60 pilots flew with National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE)
the :ide-stica and accumulated 870 hr of flight Airborne Simulator, a variable stability Bell
time with no controller failures. A direct cm- Model 205A-1. Two primary side-stick configura-
parison of' p~lot performance with a center-stick tions, a four-axis controller and a three-axis
and a side-stick was performed at Wright-Patterson controller a th. normal pedal control, were evalu-
AFB in 1970.1 Th, astudy concluded that a sidt- cnrle t~omlpdlcnrl eeeau

ated together with variations in the level of
stiCk wan feasible for use in high-speed, high- stability and control augmentation. A conclusion
altitude maneuvering tasks; it resulted in or this study was: "it is clear from these exper-
improved perfurmance for landings and other proi- iments that a helicopter can be flown throigh a
21on maneuvers, but it yielded degraded perfor- wide

manc fo lari-apliude anever at ow ideran~ge of visual and instrument flight taskscanoe for lars. -amplitude maneuvers at low using either a three-axis or. fOur-axis isometric
lside-arm contro.ler--without requiring exct'ptional

Feasibility studien cf the use of side-stick pilbt skill or concentration and within the bounds

dontr~llers in helicopters began in 1968 with the of normal helicopter worP load demands." In a

Tactical Aircraft Guidance System (TAWS) program.
8  follow-on flight .investigation,

1 2 
a comparison of

Thai syst-m was Implemented in a CM-II'S aircraft conventional controllers with the same two isomet-

arid initially ineluded a four-axis diL;placement ric side-stick configurations was conducted by
controller; because of anatomical coupling prob- flying the Airborne Simulator with augmented

pitch, roil, and yaw-rate damping through a
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low-alt~tudc course involving both maneuvering and Di3Placment versus force Controllers
precision flight. For this experiment. 'the
pilots generally Considered Isometric (side-stick) Input Bandwidth
control to be more difficult and less precise, in
this type nt closely bostndzl task, than coraven- itacoenoalset Of controllers, the
tional control." position of."ach controller with respect to some

reference point Is the pilot's Input to the con-
Handling Qualities Studies trol system; the relationship betwetn the applied

force and the resultant. dsplacement may be
Handling qualities studies--those which ox-pressed as a second-order response with charac-

elicit both Coopir-Harper pilot ratings 1 and pilot teristics determined by the farces-feel system Of
commentary--which Include a comparison of conven- the aircraft. The use of r force controller ohsm-
tioqal controllers ,iith sidG-stiCk controliers are mnates this second-order Ofilter3 on the control
rare. The Ref. 11 flight data, as interpreted In input, thus allowing closer control of the flight-
Ref. 12, revealed that, when appropriate gains, path of the aircraft since the applied force is
shaping, and prefiltering were applied to the Itself the input quantity. As a result, the
pilot's force input In each controlled axis, pilot inpumts as seen by the control system could have a
ratings comparable to th3os that were obtained. ouch higher rrequency content,. or bandwidth,. than
with conventional controls were achieved by both when displacement controllers are employed. This
primaxy side-stick con? iaurationa. In two moving- characteristic provides the potential for -a more
base simulations of halicopter visual terrain' precise control of the f'lightpath but also stakes
fl ght ,13 it wag det~rained that the employment of the control system, and hence the aircraft
a properly designed Li~b-axis displacement side- response, more sensitive to sharp control Inputs.
Stick controller 0.-juld. In fact, Improve handling to Inertial force such as those expeienced In
qualities over thCse provided by conventiornal high-g maneuvers, and to aircraft vibrations that
controlles3 (Fig. 1) but that Increased levels of are fed through the controller grip. It mas for
stability augmentation were required to achieve t'iese reasons that the original. faor-sensing
comparabls pi 'lot ratings If a three- or tour-exi.. stick of the 7/A-18 was replaced by a displacement
Isometric controller was employed (Fig. 2). controller rduring full-scalet development test-

Ing. 1  In fLust program. forward-patth prefilter$
Summary Conventional versus Side-Stick) were employed In the digital flight control system

to smooth the pilot's Inputs from the force stick,
The ýise of a single side-stick controller to but those filters also yielded degraded con-

replace the conventional set of''helicopter con- trollability. Extra weight was required to mass- .
trollers offers significant advantages to the balance the stick against O.ie forme jaused by
0cckPit designer and has the potential for enhano- catapult lawuchl. Nomtch filters In the flight
Ing pilot safety and comfort. However, baued upon control software were required to present &true-
the results of the feasibility and nandling quali- tura interaction through the inertia of the grip
ties studies cited in this section, a single, and the pilot's are at structural resonance fre-
multi-axits side-stick controller has never been queraleal thesm filter* also caused additional
demonatrated to Improve handling gualities for any tV so delays which further deograded handlIii; quahlI
heILcopt*, flight tasksk In fact, ther is a cies and capuse4 pilot-induced oscillations.
strong inlication that Increased leel of stabil-
ity and control augmentation are reqoilred to Advnaa adDsavnt
achieve even comparable, handling qualities for
Visual terrain flight tasks similar to those The advantages of a faor controller lie In4
required of advanced combat rotorar-aft. Only a its Inherent simplicity., reliability,, and low
properly designed two-axis side-stick has been parts coumt. 3  In addition, no force-feel system
shown to offer the potential f or. improved handling Is required to providet the control force ~a*r~-
qualities when It Is compared'to a.conventional teriatica that are dictaetd by handling qualities
cyclic sticks It Is very possible, however, that requirements.. Nowevs' the lack of explicit con-
improved conventional cyclic stick force *oharac- trol, position Informastion from a frre@ controller
teristics would negate, or reduce tM' a~igniricanoo can be a significant-disadvantage. Although the®r.
of, this advantage. human pilot is not a par-ticularly accurate sensor

of controller displacement. the lack of any dis-
placement cuse cam degrade the ability to mtake
smooth and precise control inputs-. An operational
problem that In caume" by this lack of control
position Information was highlighted In the
Noef . 11 and 12 flight experiments. Because of
the us&. of the force* controller, the analogies
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between conventional cyclic-stick posiion and adequate performance was only possible for a very

main rotor tip-path plane orientation arid between restricted range of control sensitivities. As the

pedal displacement and the remaining ye~w-control amount of controller compliance increased, t:.e

authority were eliminaled. The former relation- region of acceptable control sensitivities also

ship is particularly important for slope takeoffs increased to some maximum value.

whereas the latt.,r provides important information

when operating with large yaw rates or in the With further increases in controller deflec-

presence or large sideslip angles. A visual pres- tion-per-unit-applied-force, degraded handling

entation of this information was added to the qualities occurred with comments about excessive

instrument panel to compensate for-the loss of stick motion requirements and overshoots in air-
control position rues. Problems caused ty the craft response. the results of these flight

lack of absolute collective pitch-angle informa- experiments were incorporated in a design guide
tion were revealed in simulations conducted to for two-axis side-stick controlle-s used in

support the JVX development. The conventional fighter aircraft.1
6  

Aircraft design experience

collective stick position, as an analog for col- also substantiaces the limited-displacement
lective pitch angle, provides important informa- requirement. The original side-stick design for

tion to the pilot during takeoffs, autorotations, the F-16 prototype incorporated a virtually zero-
or maQeuvers at high powar. As a result, the displacement force controller (t0.010 in. at the

original force contrcller used for vertical con- grip); subsequent refinement for the production

trol inputs was replaced by a small displacement F-16 showed that a 10.2 In. displacement was

controller, desired for longitudinal control and a ±0.10 in.

displacement was desired for lateral control.Be-ýaus-: or the lack of motion of a pure torcle

controller, both trimming and control transfer A total of seven different four-axis side-

become more difficult to implement. With a stick controllers, exhibiting a wide range of

sophisticated fliit control system the need for force-deflection characteristics, was evaluated.
manual trim inputs may be eliminated by tnoor- for use in helicopter terrain flight during the

porating automatic trim logic in the control laws. ADOCS Advanced Cockpit Controls/Advanced Flight
Similar logic may be incorporated to assist in Control System (ACC/AFCS) simulator !nvestiga-

control trarsfer to minimize aircraft transient tions.17-19 Three of these controllers are illus-

response. Fowever, in situations with a degraded trated in Fig. 3. Early in that program, it was

flight control system, trimming and control trans- found that, as in the fiked-wing investigations,
fer may have to be pcrformed unaided. Low-force the introduction of a limited amount of deflection
trim switches are required to eliminate the poss1- in the pitch and roll axes yielded improved task

bility of inadvertent control inputs while trim- performance and handling qualities (Fig. 4).
ming; In addition, the rate or removal or steady Comments on sltiggish coAtrol response and'less

trim forces must be carefully selected to minimize precise attitude control resulted when there was

any transients. too much deflection. Later in the program, har-
mony among the four control axes was also found to

In a related area of concern, any secondary be an important consideration; a controller with

control functions or selectors that are mounted on two limited-deflection control axes (pitch and

the trip of a force controller must be implemee:ter roll) and two rigid control axes (vertical and

so is to minimize any h'red motion or application directional) Was judged to bA only marginally

of force which wight cause inadvertent primary acceptable (Fig. 5). All.'pilots felt that deflec-
control inputs. Low force switches or buttons are tion in all control axes improve( thw ability to

a requirement when using a force controller. modulate single-axis forces, prodiced less tqn-

•- dency for overcontrol and anatomi •al coupling, and

Results of Force/Deflection tudies. .enhanced control precision for hi :h-gain piloting

'Results of both fixed- and roary-wtnghan- tasks such as precision hover.

diing quall.ties research in the inv,9tigation. of To compensate for the potential of an

the relative benefits of force and displaoe.not increased control input bandwidth with a force-
sice-stick controllers indicate significant advan- jensing controller. both the ADOC; and NA620 jlde-

taers for limited-dbiolac-.ent controllers. In stick Implementations included sale preprocessing
:ir'vf,3l fixed-wing flight investigatkons typified of the control force Input before it was used to

by 1'ef. 15, an "optimumm region for force- drive the control systems. A nonlinear shaping

deflection relationships was defined for two-axis function, consisting of a dead zone ror breakout)

side-srtick contrsllers. Typically, isometric and quadratic (NAE) or piecewise-linear (ADOCS)

force controllers yielded perfoirance' which was control sensitivity function, was employed to

very sensitive to the control sensitivity provided provide acceptable levels of control sensitivity

(aircraft response per-unlt-of-applied-force)l around zero force with minimum coupling of control

4 -
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inputs while permitting large, short-duration 3.) compensation for human pilot charactaristics in

inputs to be made without the use of excessive both n4rdware and software.
control force. In addition, to guard against the

response of the aircraft to sharp pilot inputs A numb.'r of two- and three-axis hand control-

such as the rapid release of large control forces, lers have been investigated for fighters, space-

both systems incorporated techniques to smooth craft, and he!Loopters. These controllers lhave
the control input. The MAE system employed a used a jariety of reference syrstems for the con-

16 rad/sec first-order filter in each cortrol trol inputs. The roll-control axis has been

axis wiereas the ADOCS control laws included a parallel to tn forearm and beneath the hand in P
"derivative rate limiter" designed to limit peak almost every conýroller tested. 4ith this roll
accelerations for large control inputs without axis, the most intuitively correct pitch-control

affecting control prqcision for small force axis is horizontal and is perpendicular to. and

inputs. intersects, the roll axis. This 3xis system, used
for the conventional center stick and for the F-16

Summary (Displacement versus Forde) side-stick, requires some forearm motion for pitch
inputs to a displacement controller, which is a I

A suWMary of the advantages and disadvantagee possible disadvantage in a high.- or vibratory

of a forcc-sensirg controller is p-esented In environment. As a result, other' pitch pivots
Table 1. Small-clisplacement fqrce controllers which allow operation without arff movement, such

have been ,,hown to provide significant handling as wrist- or palm-pivots, have been. investigated.

qualities advantages over rigid controlles. Both the ADOCS and the NAE research programs
However, the control system software employed with .mployed a more conventional base-pivot set for

this type of controller must provide: 1) the pitch and roll to minimie t.he risk that Is inher-
means to compensate for sharp pilot inputz and ent in a transition to a side-stick controller.
vibratory forces; 2) the capability for both auto- The yaw axis of control in a hand controller has

matin and manual trimming; and 3) control transfer been implemented in several ways; the most preva-
in a two-crew situation. Low-force buttons and lant hab ".en tha grip twist about the vertical

switches are required for any grip-mounted secon- axis of the hand grip itself. Alternatives, such

dary controllers or selectors. The lack of as a thumb lever to avoid the input cross-CouplIng
explicit control position information may pose a problems that are inherent in the grip twist
problem under operational conditions such as slope approach, result in hand-fit ;robleas and pilot 0

takeoffs or in flight with large sideslip angles, fatigue. To maintain control Input-aircraft
and In emergency conditions such As engine and response compatibility, vertical control was

flignt-control system failures. effected through the application of prre up and

down forces in both the ADOCS and. MAE programs. A
•~nfiguration'that was evaluated ty the NAE using

Separated versus Integrated Controllers grip twist as the ve-tlcal input was confusing and S
unacceptable. •

For the pu,-poses of this discussion, fully ,%

"intagrated" ýontrollers are those which combine Much We stringent requirements for grip
all ,)rtmary control functions on a single device. design exist top integrated controllersthanfor

"Sepirated" contrbllera are produced when one or m-aepawated, conventional controllers. The grip
more of these functions is removed from the Into- must be shaped so as to aSsist the pilot in iden-
grat..d controller. Levels of integration 6valu- tifying tha controlled axes by providing a ,on-.,

ated in both the A')OCS and NAE investigations stant hand positionwith respect to the grip. It
rang? from a fully lnteg'ated four-axis device to must be designed to illow the pilot to make clean

a seqarated-controller zafiguration consisting ot control inputa into t•ch axis with a minimum of

a two-axis side-stick a-.d conventional collective inadvertent inputs Into other axes. The original'

and pedals (Fig. 6). Two primary issues •r,i dis- hand grip that was .upplied with the Isometric

cussed ir this section: 1) h'ean factors roquire- controiler and evaluated by the MAE was found to

-nent. for contro)ler Antegration; and 2) handling cause vertical-to-pitch and rol)-to-yaw input

qualities effects or the level of integration. cross-couplingi a relesigned grip was found to oe
more Acceptable. 1 2 

Thia new grip formed the basts i
'uma, Factors Requiremen"s for the design of tht .ntegrated controller grip

which to implemented In the ADOCS demonstrator
Three "humar. factors" requirements directly. holloopter. A

relaLed to the integration of multiple control

axes on a single controller are discussed: 1) the Other deaam.fl-tore, while important for
selection of an appropriate controlled axis refer- separated controller*, becoam critical for into-'
ence Aystem; 2) grip design requirements; and grated controllers. Tie controller location, .'

"orientation, and armrest/wrist support design are

5



crjclal factors in determining the Pilot's ability results were-substantiated by the flight evalua-
to make smooth, uncoupled cont,'ol inputs with tion. Pilot acments indicate that the integrated
ninimum or effort and maximum comfort. The ADC'CS rout-axis side-stick created high workload and
program has supplied a significant number of los- degraded flightpath performance, especially during
5ons learned In this regard (Fig. 7). Finally, to the multi-axis maneuvering tasks. The three-axis
compensate for relative arm/armrest/controller controller which incorporated pitch, roll, and yaw
geometry effects, it may be necessary to provide control on the side-stick was the preferred con-
asymmetric ccntrol sensitivities in certaln con- troller confIguration because of the decoupling of
trol axes. For exa.~ple, the NAE program revealed vertical control inputs and improved directional
that It was significantly easier for the pilot to control. With ail stability and control augmenta-
produce an upward vertical force than a downward tion removed, a fully separated'controller config-
force using the four-axis controller configura- uration was required to perfcrm a decelerating
tion; a larger value of control sensitivity in the approach.to hover and landing; the four-axis con-
downward direction was proviued as a result. figuration resulted in an uncontrollable aircraft
Additionally the ADOCS program provided a higher for this task. Pilots Indicated that they would
control sensitivity in the yaw'axis for a clock- have preferred-conventional disp!acement control-
wise directional input than-it did for a counter- lets for.landing the aircraft in this condition.
clockwise torque to compensate for a similar human
asymmetry. From the handling qualities investigations

conducted In flight by the NAE, it is apparent
Handling Qualities Effects of Controller that integrated controllers are certainly feasible
Integration and do not degrade aircraft handling qualities

when compared to conventional controllers for
A significant hand)ling qualities datacbase ronprecision tasks such as cruise flight and

has been created to substantiate an interactive maneuvering at altitude. However, for precision
effect which must be assessed euring the advanced flight tasks and high workload situ&tions such as
rotorcrart cockpit design process: the interac- encountered in NOE flight, the ADJCS simulation
tion between controller integration and the level studies and limited flight validation results
of stabl . ty and control augmentation. In gen- indicate that, unlass high levels of stability and
eral, fur a given piloting task, increasing levels control augmentation are. employed, integrated
of controller integration must be aocompanied controllers can cause significantly degraded han-
by increasing levels of stability and control dling qualities when compared to separated con-
iug-entation to ensure that performance and han- troller configurations.'
dling qualities are not dtgrAded. In the ADOCS
ACC/AFCS simulations, it das found that controller A single, integrated controller may be a
conrfgurations which included a separated vertical requirement for a single-crew comtat rotorcraft In
controller--with either a three- or two-axis side- order to allow the pilot'to perform the other
stick--exhibited handlinS qualities whict' were supervisory and cont.rol functions requirod during
generally improved when compared to the integrated the mission. 'Accordingly, an experiment.was con-
four-axis controller configurations for the lowdr duoted to investigate the use of multi-axis side-
levels of stability and control augmentation that stick controllers for rlightpath control together
were Investigated (Fig. 8). Separation of the with a keyboard entry task using the free hand.2!

vertical conLroller eliminated any in jvertent The reiults show that keyboard entry tasks inter-
coupling or control Inputs from the %rticaL axis fare with the performance of l'ightpath tracking
to the pitch or roll axes, and reduced pilot work- and, conversely, that flightpath tracking inter-
load 'or milti-axis tasks ,such as NOE maneuvering. fares with keyboard entry. If c degradation in
"ror the highur levels of stability and control performance occurs, tne use or a multi-axis con-
aumentati6n tCiat were Investigated,'handling' troller to free a hand for mission managinent
qualities were less affected by the level or con- tasks may not be appropriate.
troller integration. There wes a general prefer-
ence for side-stick rather than pedal control of Summary (Separated versus Integrated)
the yaw axis, despite a tendeiscy to couple yaw
inputs into the roll axis, because or the precise Flight and simulation studies have shown the
directional contv'ol which could be u'hieved with a feasibility of using properly designed limited-

hand controller. displacement, In;egrated controllers for certain
relatively routine flight tasks In two-crew rotor-

In a four flight-hOw' Ovalidatio40 or the craft with nominal levels of stability and contrnl
ADOCS simulation results for the lower levels of augmentation. However, for the more demanding
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